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High Performance MySQL: Optimization, Backups, Replication, and MoreO'Reilly, 2008
High Performance MySQL is the definitive guide to building fast, reliable systems with MySQL. Written by noted experts with years of real-world experience building very large systems, this book covers every aspect of MySQL performance in detail, and focuses on robustness, security, and data integrity. High Performance MySQL teaches you advanced...
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Conflicted American LandscapesMIT Press, 2021

	How conflicting ideas of nature threaten to fracture America's identity.

	

	Amber waves of grain, purple mountain majesties: American invest much of their national identity in sites of natural beauty. And yet American lands today are torn by conflicts over science, religion, identity, and politics. Creationists...
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Race, Religion and Law in Colonial India: Trials of an Interracial FamilyCambridge University Press, 2011

	How did British rule in India transform persons from lower social classes? Could Indians from such classes rise in the world by marrying Europeans and embracing their religion and customs? This book explores such questions by examining the intriguing story of an interracial family who lived in southern India in the mid-nineteenth century. The...
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Russia - Culture Smart!: The Essential Guide to Customs & Culture (112)Kuperard, 2021

	
		Don’t just see the sights—get to know the people.

		

		Discovering the Russian soul is like opening a matryoshka, a Russian doll, revealing the many layers. The Russian orthodox religion is unique; Russian history is tragic; and the people are unpredictable. Russia s military and political...
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The Universalist Movement in America, 1770-1880Oxford University Press, 2005
"...an erudite and coherent analysis of Universalism as a powerful religious idea in the wider culture of American Protestantism."
-TLS

"Provides welcome guidance through the complexities of this neglected movement....this well-researched and well-argued book deserves a wide reading among early Americanists and...
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Uninsured in America: Life and Death in the Land of OpportunityUniversity of California Press, 2005
Reaching beyond statistics and prevalent assumptions, Uninsured in America goes to the heart of why more than forty million Americans are falling through the cracks in the health care system, and what it means for society as a whole when so many people suffer the consequences of inadequate medical care. Based on interviews with 120 uninsured men...
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YouTube: An Insider's Guide to Climbing the ChartsO'Reilly, 2008

	
		Let me begin by making an observation that the authors are too humble to make for
	
		themselves: This book will change your life. But more on that in a moment. First I’m
	
		going to do something prototypically YouTubian: I’m going to talk about myself.
	


	
		Like most people, I got to know YouTube as...
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An Introduction to Buddhism: Teachings, History and Practices (Introduction to Religion)Cambridge University Press, 2012

	In this new edition of the best-selling Introduction to Buddhism, Peter Harvey provides a comprehensive introduction to the development of the Buddhist tradition in both Asia and the West. Extensively revised and fully updated, this new edition draws on recent scholarship in the field, exploring the tensions and continuities between the...
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Encyclopedia of Religion, 15 Volume SetMacmillan Technical, 2004

	A sacred space is any place recognized for its ability to direct the mind and body to holy matters. The basis for this power varies considerably. Sometimes spaces act like reliquaries—enclosures that mark the deposit of a saint’s remains, or the site of an unusual event such as a vision or manifestation of divine power, or the...
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Amusing Ourselves to Death: Public Discourse in the Age of Show BusinessPenguin Press, 1986
A brilliant powerful and important book....This is a brutal indictment Postman has laid down and, so far as I can see, an irrefutable one. --Jonathan Yardley, Washington Post Book World.     

       About the Author
     
Neil Postman (1931–2003) was chairman of the Department of...
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Perspectives on Early Islamic Mysticism: The World of al-?ak?m al-Tirmidh? and his Contemporaries (Routledge Sufi Series)Routledge, 2019

	
		This monograph explores the original literary produce of Muslim mystics during the eighth–tenth centuries, with special attention to ninth-century mystics, such as al-Tustar?, al-Mu??sib?, al-Kharr?z, al-Junayd and, in particular, al-?ak?m al-Tirmidh?. Unlike other studies dealing with the so-called ‘Formative...
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Ethics, Morality and Business: The Development of Modern Economic Systems, Volume I: Ancient CivilizationsPalgrave Macmillan, 2021

	This book is interdisciplinary trying to combine ancient history and

	modern business ethics. Civilization begins, not with the invention of

	agriculture, but with the articulation almost 70,000 years ago, according

	to Puranas, the set of books of history from the beginning of the world,

	in Sanskrit, with a valid ethical code....
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